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The Canadian Grocery Industry

Size Demographic Characteristics and Customer Profiles
In Section 1 the content will help to provide
producers and processors with a rounding in
the fundamentals of the retail food environment
in Canada. In order to develop and introduce
new food products that meet market needs,
it is critical that producers and processors
have an understanding of various segments
that comprise the food retail environment in
Canada.

Drugs and gas stores (g-stores) such as PetroCanada, Shell, and Imperial Oil.

Section 1 will provide a survey of the various
types of food retailers, from big box stores,
to mass merchants, to independents, to
convenience stores (c-stores), to drug and
specialty stores. The range of retail distribution
options available to a producer or processor in
the Canadian retail food sector is changing on
a regular basis and a thorough understanding
and current knowledge of these options can
be critical to a producer or processor. This
change is evidenced by the recent purchase of
SunOpta Food Distribution by United Natural
Foods of the U.S.

2. Channel growth/number of stores by
segment/region

Section 1 will address the following areas in
order to give the participants an understanding
of the Canadian retail food industry.
1. Size of the retail market/market share by
channel/segment/region

3. The types of retailer - fresh, dry, frozen,
grocery, meat, organic or specialty
4. The changing competitive landscape new entrants/opportunities
5. Profit and margin expectations - grocery
store mark up to warehouse margins by
channel
6. Food retailers objectives - turns to
returns

The content provided will focus on the size
and nature of the Canadian Grocery Industry
by channel, by province and by region. The
distribution options to be reviewed will include
national retail food chains such as Loblaws
and Sobeys; regional food chains such
as Metro, Safeway, Overwaitea, HY Louie
(IGA), Federated Co-op, Longo’s; and major
independent food retailers by region, and small
independent and specialty retailers. Included
in the content will be a review of the general
products retailer channel such as Giant Tiger,
Costco, Walmart; convenience stores (c-stores)
such as 7-Eleven, Mac’s; drug stores such as
Shoppers Drug Mart, London Drugs, Rexall

7. The role of distributors and brokers DSD versus warehouse
8. Retail policies and procedures packaging to recalls, sampling, in store
signage, charity spend
Content will also be provided on the changing
demographics and psychographics of the retail
consumer and will explore how retailers are
responding to the needs and demands of a
very diverse and rapidly changing consumer
base.
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Section 1
Size of the Canadian Retail Market, Market Share by
Channel, Segment and Region
Loblaw’s Company Limited, Sobeys and Metro
Stores controlled approximately 43% of the
retail grocery market in Canada in 2011.

According to Statistics Canada, in 2011
Canada’s 33.7 million consumers generated
overall retail sales that totaled approximately
$451 billion, representing a 6% increase over
2008. However, food sales (excluding those
from beer, wine and liquor stores) registered
an annual sales increase of 4.3% over 2008 to
reach C$88 billion or 19% of total retail sales.
Retail food sales in 2013 are anticipated to
increase by 2% - 3%.

However, in Canada, the retailing of food
is rapidly changing. Established general
merchandise and big box retailers that market
food products now include Costco, Walmart
and Target (125-135 stores opening in 2013)
as well as specialty retailers such as Shoppers
Drug Mart, Rexall, Giant Tiger, Dollarama and
gas stations. These general merchandise and
big box stores are now directly competing
with the traditional grocery retailers. When the
sales of these general merchandise and other
retailers are considered the “share of stomach”,
the major grocery retailers take on a different
appearance.

The Canadian grocery retail market is currently
dominated by two major national retail chains;
Loblaw Company Limited (1,400 stores) and
Sobeys (Empire Food) (1,337 stores). The
remainder are regional chains such as Metro
Stores (564 stores in Ontario and Quebec),
Safeway (200 stores in Western Canada),
Overwaitea (120 stores in Western Canada),
Federated Co-op, Co-op Atlantic and the
Northwest Company.
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As the following chart indicates, in Western
Canada, national and regional food chain
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stores share of total retail food sales has
steadily increased to approximately 75.6%
in 2011. Sales through independent stores
have decreased from over 27% of total food
sales in Canada in 2002 to just over 24% in
2011. Canadian food sales through unaffiliated
independents have varied from 3.2% to 3.8% of
total sales since 2009.

It is important to note that while the majority
of food sales in Canada are controlled by the
major nationals and regionals, approximately
$14.6 billion in retail food sales are controlled
by independent stores. For a small to medium
size food company a small share of a $14.6
billion market can be very significant business.
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Section 1
Channel Growth, Number of Stores by Segment, by Region
There are four primary channels of distribution in the Canadian retail food sector:
1. Grocery Retail: major chains, independents, regional chains
2. General Merchandise/Big Box (Walmart, Costco, Target, Giant Tiger, Dollar Store)
3. Specialized Food Stores (health food, ethnic, bakery, meat)
4. Convenience (corner or “c” store, drug stores, gas stations)
The following table illustrates the market share by channel in 2008.
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What is interesting to note is the volume of sales of food products that are now being sold in general
merchandise stores, drug stores and gas stations. These channels now represent approximately 20%
of the food sold at retail in Canada. These channels, and the specialty food channels, represent a
growing opportunity for small to medium sized companies that are searching for alternate channels of
distribution.
It is reasonably safe to assume that growth in the general merchandise and drug store channels will
continue to increase over the next few years in western Canada and in Canada in general. Giant
Tiger, Walmart and Dollarama are examples of stores that are now actively pursuing market share
in the food industry. Walmart plans on doubling food sales in Canada by 2016, 73 new locations (4.6
million sq. ft) were added n 2012 and 39 are slated for 2013.
Under pressure are the convenience and independent food stores. The number of independent and
specialty food stores in Canada has been declining for a number of years as the major chains and
general merchandise stores expand their food category.
Health food retailers have come under pressure as the major chains and stores such as Walmart and
Costco increase their selections of healthy-for-you products, natural and organic products.
Most start up food and small food companies will target independent and specialty food stores for
distribution. As the number of these outlets declines it will become increasingly more difficult to obtain
placement on the shelf. In order to succeed it will become even more critical for vendors to ensure
that their products have clear and distinct points of differentiation from their competitors.
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Section 1
The Types of Retailer and Categories of Products and Departments
The food market place in Canada is very
diversified but this diversification offers both
opportunity and challenges to the new and small
food company wishing to develop a presence
in the market. The opportunity exists in the fact
that no matter how specialized a company’s
food product, there is generally a retailer who
has customers who will purchase the product.
The challenge is to find the retailer and the
distributor who will carry the product and sell
it to the retailer. Another challenge is getting
your message out to the consumers who could
purchase your product in order to create the
“pull” at retail.

wide variety of general products ranging
from clothing to sporting goods to auto
parts.
4. Specialty Food (whole foods, health food
stores, vegetables and fruits, meats).
Stores in this category are generally in
the 1,500 – 5,000 sq. ft range and are
noted for a focus on one or two product
categories.

Food retailers in Canada can be grouped into
8 general categories. The categories may vary
by name depending on how they are grouped
together but as a rule most food retailers fall into
one of the following categories.

5. Independent Grocery (Meinharts,
Bruno’s). These operations vary in
size but are usually 1,500 – 5,000 sq.
ft. Normally independently owned but
usually part of a buying group such as
Distribution Canada or they belong to
groups such as the Canadian Federation
of Independent Grocers.

1. National Mass Market Grocery Retailers
(Loblaw Company Limited and Empire
Food). The size of the chains is over 1,000
stores and they are over 30,000 sq. feet
in size. These retailers have locations in
each province.
2. Regional Grocery Chains (Overwaitea
Food Group, Safeway, Federated Coop, Fairway Markets, Highland Farms,
Buy Low, Longo’s, Atlantic Co-op). The
size of the chains may vary from 250 -14
stores, however the stores are usually
over 30,000 sq. ft and are located in a
geographic area such as Western Canada.

6. Convenience Stores (milk stores,
7-Eleven). Often part of a franchise group
or corporate group these operations are
noted for extended hours and a wide
range of shelf stable food products.

3. General Merchandise (Walmart, Costco,
Canadian Tire Corporation, Target, Giant
Tiger, Dollarama, Northwest Company).
The stores vary in size from 150,000 sq.
ft to 20,000 sq. ft. These operations sell a
5

7. Drug Stores (Rexall, London Drugs,
Shoppers Drug Mart) recent entrants into
the food business, these operations have
captured 3%-4% of the food market in
regions such as Western Canada. Drugs
store sold in excess of $1.4 billion in food
products in Canada in 2010.
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in a fresh (refrigerated) truck but not a frozen
truck. Dry products are cheaper to deliver
than fresh or frozen as there is no need for
refrigeration.
Each store, regardless of size, is divided into
aisles, areas or sections. The common aisles in
a typical food store are:
1. Produce: Vegetables and Fruit - one of
the most profitable areas in the store

8. Gas Stations (On the Run). This channel
of distribution sold almost $1 billion in
food products in Canada in 2010. Many
of these locations now incorporate
fast food outlets, or deli counters. The
product range carried in these outlets is
expanding beyond shelf stable with many
outlets now carry fruits and vegetables.

2. Meat: Prepared, Cut, Packaged - usually
very profitable
3. Deli: Hot and Cold (which can serve
ready to eat meals, cold cuts, prepared
dishes etc.)

It should be noted that many of the store
categories can be subdivided into several sub
categories. For example, independent stores
can be subdivided into organic food stores,
health, deli, exotic, discount, upper end.

4. Grocery: Pasta, Canned Goods,
Condiments, Detergents, etc. - often the
largest area in the store

Each category of store carries a range of
products that fall into a number of categories.
However, at the primary level the products are
either:

6. Juice: Section of the “cooler” that sells
“fresh” products

5. Dairy: Milk, Cheese, Yogurt, Butter, etc.

7. Bakery: Breads, Buns, Cakes, etc.

• Fresh - vegetables, dairy or any product
that needs refrigeration, (1 to 4c), or has
a very short shelf life

8. Confection: Cookies, Chips, Dip, etc.
9. Health: Healthy-for-You Products, also
called “a store within a store” if all the
health products are grouped together or
an “integrated set” if the health products
are mixed into the general “assortment”
or range of products

• Frozen - ice cream, frozen meats, frozen
juice – any product that requires a freezer
(-10 to -40c)
• Dry - shelf stable from 6 months to 4
years
Each category requires different types of
storage and distribution. For example, dairy,
vegetables and dry products can be delivered

10. Beauty: Shampoo, Soaps etc.
11. Ethnic: Area of the store that carries
bagged rice, pulses, etc.
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The Changing Competitive Landscape
It is common for food retailers to refer to a
section of the store as an “aisle”. For example
the aisle in a store called the “ethnic aisle”
which can feature foods from a number
of East Asian, African or other countries.
Pet food is found in the “pet aisle” and
mustard (the raw material is usually sourced
from Saskatchewan) can be found in the
“condiment aisle”.

In addition to new entrants into the market,
the consumer has changed. The consumer
now has a focus on areas such as health
and well being, convenience, and indulgence
with a nod to a social agenda such as the
environment and sustainability. In addition,
in the major markets in Canada, the ethnic
diversity in the population has led to an
increased awareness and demand for ethnic
foods. The days of one size fits all food
products are over. Consumers now have a
choice of hundreds of varieties of spices and
sauces and over 50 types of rice let alone
thousands of organic, omega-3 enriched and
natural products.

It was not that long ago when consumers
used to purchase food on a Saturday at the
local supermarket. Saturday was the busiest
day of the week at the supermarket as stores
were closed on Sunday and on Wednesdays
in parts of Saskatchewan. During the week,
most independent stores did very well as
consumers picked up smaller items prior to the
“big shop” on Saturday.

The psychograph of the consumer has
also changed in that there is an increased
awareness of the need to reduce fat, salt and
sugar consumption. Products that meet this
need, as well as tasting good, have carved
a place for themselves in the market. Major
food companies are “reformulating” thousands
of existing food products in order to meet
consumer demand for a healthier, convenient
product that tastes good.

Today most retailers who sell food products
are open 7 days a week and in most
major markets there are retailers open
24/7. Increasingly, the number of general
merchandise and non-traditional channels
of distribution, such as gas stations, are
increasing their “share of stomach” at the
expense of the established and traditional food
retailers.

Over 10,000 new food products are introduced
into the market each year, however 90%
of these products will fail on the shelf. And
while the average food retailer may have to
replace several hundred or several thousand
new products each year, new and innovative
products are becoming increasingly difficult to
find.

Increasingly it is the non-specialty,
independent food store that is losing market
share to the general merchandise stores
while the major and regional chains expand
and renovate their stores to meet the new
competition from the likes of Walmart, drug
stores, gas stations and Target. To survive
many independents have had to focus their
“assortments” in specialty areas and to join
buying groups.

Major food companies now actively solicit
small and innovative companies to provide
them with product ideas and finished products.
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Opportunity exists for small to medium food companies in several areas:
1. New Channels of Distribution – New distribution channels means increased opportunity for new
brands and new products. Many small brands do exceptionally well in gas stations, corner stores
and gift shops.
2. Innovative New Product Concepts – New products that reflect one or more of the current trends
in the food industry have an excellent chance of success provided the product has clear and
distinct points of differentiation.
3. Marketing – New web based marketing techniques enable small companies to build brand loyalty
based on “word of mouth”. Social networking tools can be used very effectively to get out the
message on new and innovative products.
4. Local – With a strong and growing consumer interest in “local” products, many small vendors
have an opportunity to showcase their local roots. Many retailers actively search out local
vendors.
5. Speed to Market – It usually takes 18 months for a large company to develop a new food product
while a small company can take 3-6 months to develop and ready a new product for market. The
small companies can react much quicker to the changing demands in the market and capture
opportunities that larger companies cannot.

Profit and Margin Expectations
The operating margins (after all expenses) for
major food retailers are usually in the 3.5%
- 5% range. The gross margins however are
often in the 25%-35% range, depending on
the category of food product. For example,
the “margin” on a “high turn” product such as
canned beans is approximately 30% while the
margin on “slow turn” spiced mustard may be
40%.
As a general rule the faster the “inventory turn” the lower the margin on a product. The margin
on milk is lower than butter while the margin on House Brand products is usually higher than on
branded products.
The retailer’s margin expectation on a particular product is critical information to have when costing
a product or determining the profitability of a new product. Generally it is safe to assume that the
retailer will require a 30%-40% margin on food products. If a product cost is low enough to enable
8
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a retailer to enjoy a 30%-40% margin with a
competitive retail price, then the first hurdle to
introducing a new product to the shelf has been
overcome.

For example, a target retail price of $3.99
should have a production cost to the vendor
of approximately $1.91 at a minimum margin
of 20%. The exercise to determine how this
number was determined is as follows:

However, retail margin expectations are one
thing, program fees and distribution costs
are another. Program fees can add another
10%-15% to the cost of goods and should be
factored into the cost of the product prior to
any price quotation. It is important to note the
food retailer’s margins are calculated on the
“landed cost” or delivered price, or FOB price
of the product at their store or warehouse.
If the product is carried to the store by a
“distributor” then an additional 20% - 25%
has to be factored into the product cost in the
determination of the target retail price for the
product.
Margin expectations through part of the food
value chain can be briefly summarized as
follows:

•

$3.99 X .75 = $2.99 - 25% margin on a
landed cost of $2.99

•

$2.99 X .80 = $2.39 - 20% distributor
margin; the distributor will buy the
product from the vendor for $2.39 and
sell it to the retailer for $2.99

•

$2.39 X .80 = $1.91 - 20% margin for the
vendor; the vendor will sell the product to
the distributor for $2.39. The maximum
cost for the product has to be $1.91 in
order to generate a gross margin of $.48
per unit. The $.48 has to pay for all the
operations and programs and is usually
the company’s only source of revenue

• Retail Margin – 25% to 40%
• Distributor Margin – 20% to 25%
• Manufacturer’s Margin – 20% to 30%
It is critical when determining the viability of
any food product to start at the “target retail”
price then work backwards to determine the
production cost then from the production cost
profitability can be determined. The target retail
is determined by going to stores and making
note of the retail price of both competitive and
substitutable products.
It is useful to remember that food products
compete not only with directly competitive
products but with any product that can be
substituted for the product. For example, a jam
product competes with peanut butter, honey,
spreads, butter, and anything else that can
replace jam on a bun or bread.

These examples illustrate how important it is
to start at target retail in order to determine if
a product will be viable at retail. If the product
costing is $2.00, then the retail price would
be in the range of $4.16 which may result in it
being too expensive “on the shelf”.
See the ‘costing’ section for further information
on basic “retail math”
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Food Retailers - Vendor Objectives
(Turns to Returns)
Food retailers, like most retailers, have a very
simple objective – make enough profit to stay in
business. In order to accomplish this objective both
small and large food retailers have developed a set
of criteria on which to measure the performance
of their vendors. In some companies it is called
“disciplined vendor management” in others it
is called “partnership performance criteria”.
Regardless of the name the criteria is the same for
most retailers. The following will examine some of
the more common criteria upon which a vendor is
managed.
1. Delivery – The most important criteria for all
food retailers is the percentage of orders filled
on time over a set period. Most major retailers
require a minimum “order fill rate” of 98% on
time, every time. Vendors are usually fined for
over shipping and for “shorts”. In some cases,
major retailers will “delist” a product that has
been short shipped for three (3) consecutive
shipments.

The number of times a product sells out on
the shelf, combined with the margin dollars
generated by the product is a clear indication
to a retailer of the success or failure of a
product. A retailer will always stock a product
that has good delivery, good margins and high
turns.
4. Program Funds – Retailers will also assess a
vendor on the volume and quantity of dollars
available for advertising and promotion of the
product. That does not necessarily mean that
a small vendor has to commit to spending a
large amount of money on flyers, advertising
and promotion. However, there should be
some dollars available for this purpose or
a commitment to do in-store testing or staff
training.

5. Guaranteed Sale – Many small and large
retailers will request a Guarantee Sale
Program. In that program, a vendor will
guarantee to the retailer that if the product
does not sell then the balance of the inventory
can be returned to the vendor. Within
those broad parameters is a lot of room for
discussion on the program. The guarantee can
For an independent or specialty store,
be for a brief period of time and only include a
delivery is as critical as for a major chain. The
percentage of the inventory or the Guarantee
independent usually has a smaller “footprint”
can decline over time. For example, the
or store size and has to maximize the profit per
Guarantee could cover 50% of the inventory
square foot. Delivery performance can often
the first month and 25% of the inventory the
be used as a proof statement to get a product
second month.
listed at an independent store. Vendors would
do well to remember the old retail adage “you
6. Product Road Map – Many small and large
cannot sell from an empty wagon.”
retailers will assess both new and existing
vendors on a future product road map. Are
2. Price/Margin – As noted in the previous section,
there new products on the horizon? Does
competitive retail pricing is critical for a vendor.
the vendor understand the need to develop
The products that deliver a competitive price
products that meet the current and emerging
with good margins will be selected or “slotted”
trends in the food industry?
for placement ahead of products that have
7. Exclusivity – Many retailers will request
better differentiation.
exclusivity from a new vendor for a period of
time. The exclusivity can be structured for a
3. Stock Turns – Monthly and annual stock
period of time or geographic region or class of
turns or inventory turnover are one of the
trade.
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The Role of Distributors and Brokers
The vast majority of new grocery product lines
are presented to food and general merchandise
retailers by either the principle vendor (owner or
senior manager of the food company) and the
distributors representative; or the distributor’s
representative alone; or by either the principle
and the food broker; or by the food broker alone.
In rare instances the principle presents to the
category manager or main buyer alone.

a food broker, then it will be necessary to
“audition” your products with the decision
makers at these companies.
Distributors and brokers receive numerous
requests each year, from a wide range of
companies, to enter into a distribution or sales
arrangement. Most brokers and distributors will
take on new lines each year and also eliminate
non-profitable or non-performing lines of
products. In order to be successful in recruiting
the right distributor or broker it is necessary to
do research in the market place.
A good place to start is at the stores that
you have targeted for distribution. Talk to
the staff and management and ask for their
recommendations as to which distributor and
broker is doing a good job or is the primary
distributor for products in that section of the
store.

In dealing with independent food stores it is quite
common, when getting started, for the vendor
to present products directly to the store owner
or store buyer. It is also quite common, when
getting started, for the vendor to arrange all the
shipping, handling and invoicing of the products
to be shipped to the stores. However, over time
and as the business expands, many companies
look to alternative ways of selling or shipping to
the stores. At this point in time, these companies
often begin to look for a broker to help with the
sales to the stores or a distributor to handle the
sales, shipping and servicing of the products
to retailers in a specific geographic area or to a
specific class of trade.

In many cases your options as to which
distributor or broker to use will be very
limited as there are a limited number of good
distributors and brokers in each market.

Shipping Direct To Retail
by the Vendor
When getting started many small companies
choose to approach retailers directly and
arrange for their own shipping of products to
the store. It is considerably easier to approach
an independent or specialty retailer than a
national or regional chain. The independent
or specialty retailer normally has fewer “gate
keepers” to protect them from the solicitations
of new companies with products to sell.

If the company determines that their distribution
strategy is to enter into a Distribution Agreement
with a distributor or a Sales Agreement with
11
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The following are some of the Pros and Cons to consider on the Direct Approach to retail.

PROS
The direct approach by a new company or
new vendor to an independent or specialty
store may work quite well, if you are prepared
to invest the time and energy it will take to
capture a new account. The same approach
may not succeed with a regional or national
chain.

CONS

The majority of independent and specialty
retailers prefer to deal directly with a small
vendor as the service is more specialized and
the small vendor can usually react more quickly
to their needs.

Servicing independent stores can be quite costly
when consideration of the order size is compared
against the “drop cost”. The drop cost is the cost
of time and resources such as fuel, vehicle lease
cost, insurance and other considerations against
the gross margin of the order. If the order size
is $20.00, not unusual for a small store, then
the gross margin may total $10.00. If the cost of
delivering the product, including the opportunity,
cost of time, transportation, administrative, and
other costs are factored against the gross, the
net margin may be lower than dealing with a
distributor.

Works well with independent and specialty

Difficult to get appointment with majors

Easier to launch products at retail with
independents

Majority of products delivered by distributors

Independents are receptive to new and
innovative products

Opportunity cost of time with independents and
hundreds of stores with majors

Establishes relationship with retailer

Cost of establishing logistics links to retailers

Better feel for acceptance of product by
consumer

Service costs and inventory financing costs
Full program costs are responsibility of vendor
Set up customer service, sales reps, return
logistics, collection procedures, credit procedures,
storage, inventory control

Using a Broker
Many small companies decide to hire a food
broker to sell the product into stores. The broker
is a contract sales representative and besides
conducting the sales many brokers offer a wide
range of services, for a fee, to their principles.
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As a rule, brokers are not responsible for the
shipping, invoicing or inventory control of
products at the store level. The broker’s role
is to make the sale, represent the “line” to the
retailer and assist on the “pull” of the products
at retail.
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The following are some of the Pros and Cons of using a broker.

PROS
Food brokers normally “handle” or represent a
limited number of food companies in a specific
geographic area. The broker succeeds by
placing the products of these companies in
a number of key retail accounts. The broker
must maintain excellent relationships with
both the retailers and the companies that they
represent. Brokers will normally work with
retail store staff to promote the “lines” that they
carry and provide the companies that they
represent with a varying degree of information
and services. Some brokers will even invoice
the retailer on behalf of the company they
represent.
Brokers are very selective in the lines that they
represent as the cost of servicing these lines
is high ($300-400 per sales call) and the sales
of these lines must be sufficient to not only
pay the bills but generate a profit. Brokers will
normally have fairly rapid access to retailers
as they represent a number of lines that the
retailer carries and will usually not introduce
a line to a retailer unless they are reasonably
certain that the retailer will list the line. This
process can greatly expedite the introduction of
a new line at retail.

CONS
Food brokers will normally charge a fee or
commission of 5-10% of the net invoiced price of
all products shipped into the customers that they
service. Brokers will normally not be responsible
for the shipping or invoicing of products that they
represent though they may provide “retail sell
through” information to the lines principles.
Brokers who carry a number of lines will not be
able to provide the level of service necessary to
“pioneer” a new line at retail.
Brokers will not know the product line as well as
the principle and may not be as successful in
getting the line listed as the principle. Normally
a new line is dropped if the broker fails to sell
it to the majority of their primary customers. In
addition if sales in a line slow down, the line may
be dropped in favour of a newer more potentially
lucrative line.

Established relationship with retailers

Represents limited number of lines and will not
often “pioneer” new lines

Experienced and effective sales force

Will not devote a significant amount of time to new
lines if not successful right away

Sales costs for vendors are fixed

Quick to drop lines that are not immediately
productive

Can offer multiple services (invoicing, inventory
control, sales reports)

Vendor is responsible for all logistics, financing
receivables, returns and invoicing
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Using Distributors
Retailers will often refer to a food distributor as a “truck to the door.” The distributor typically
purchases products from vendors and resells them to retailers. The distributor requires a margin of
20%-30% to purchase and stock inventory, sell, deliver and invoice the products.

PROS

CONS

The specialty or independent store will
normally deal with two or three distributors and
several dozen independent vendors. Vendor
management becomes achievable with a
limited number of contacts. A chain buyer may
buy for 4-10 categories of products and deal
with 6-10 distributors and dozens of major
nationals and also be responsible for category
management of thousands of items. There is
limited time to return a phone call or e-mail
much less attend a meeting on a new product.

Distributors may carry between 1,500 and 50,000
stock keeping units (SKUs). Most distributors’
sales reps only spend between 20-40 minutes
in a store each day. In that period they must
handle returns, answer questions, take orders
and talk about new or existing products in three
or four departments. In order to not get “lost in the
assortment” the small company must ensure that
the distributor has top of mind awareness about
the brand and “work” the stores to ensure sell
through and demand.

Distributors will purchase products directly
from their vendors, take stock inventory, take
orders from retailers, manage the inventory
on the shelf, service the retailers needs,
introduce new products into retail and deliver
the products to the stores (DSD - direct store
delivery), handle the returns, and normally
assist in any product recalls.

Distributors will drop a line that is not performing
and usually will not pick up the same line that they
have dropped. It should be noted that the line may
not perform at retail for a number of reasons totally
unrelated to the quality of the product. Examples
include shelf placement, pricing, number of
facings, location in the store, out of stocks due
to poor reorder cycles and the distributor not
purchasing enough products.

The distributor will normally specialize in a
category area such as frozen, or in a number
of areas such as fresh, grocery or deli but not
frozen. The distributor may be a conventional,
natural or organic distributor or a combination
of all.
The distributor survives by delivery of products
to retailers and is usually on the hunt for new
lines to carry. The distributor, like the broker,
has a relationship with the retailer that can
assist in the placing of new products on the
shelf. The distributor will normally not take on a
line of products that they feel cannot be moved
into their distribution channel. The actual and
opportunity cost of carrying a non-productive
line is very high and is the reason most
distributors will drop existing lines and bring in
new lines on a regular basis.

The principles of a small line can lose control
of their products at retail and lose control of the
relationship with the retailer. Most distributors
insist on maintaining the relationship with the
retailer and will discourage the development of an
independent relationship.
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Using Distributors continued
Established relationships with retailers

Relationships will vary with retailers

Logistics and administrative systems in place

Carries between 5,000 and 100,000 SKUs

Sales force and customer service systems in
place

Order taker rather than sales driver

Stock inventory and place orders with vendors

Reluctant to stock untested lines

Carry retail receivables

May pay vendors in 120-180 days

Bundle vendor programs for retailers

Product line may be lost in the assortment or it
may be discounted to help move other lines

Focus on moving product

Lines will be dropped quickly if not performing as
planned

Regularly searches for new established lines

Will only interview a limited number of lines and
are reluctant to pioneer

New lines can be placed due to relationship
with retailers

Lose control of the relationship with the retailer
and lose control of the distribution channels
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Differences between Broker and Distributor approach
ELEMENTS

BROKER

DISTRIBUTOR

Commission Rate or Margin

5%-10% Commission on Net
Invoiced Price

17%-30% Margin on
Wholesale Price

Established Line or
Pioneering

Higher commission for
pioneering and limited time
devoted to selling new line

New lines with no customers
may require terms such as
Guaranteed Sales and 30%
Margin

Channels of Distribution

Works in existing channels; will
not pioneer new channels for
untested products

Uses existing channels to
move product; may take on
new line to develop new
channel of distribution

Product Plan

Interested in long term product
plan or road map

View current product from
an investment perspective;
will not commit to stocking
additional items

Retail Program

Will develop programs for
the product but vendor is
responsible for the program

Will look to bundling new
product into existing programs;
vendor and distributor will
often share program costs

Delivery

Looks to ensure that
vendor has product delivery
requirements under control

Vendor looks to ensure that
distributor has product delivery
requirements under control

Service

Broker sales force to service
accounts on a weekly or set
basis

Sales representatives to
provide feedback. In-store
training and vendor to be
given time to train sales
representatives

Invoicing and Administration

Vendor responsible unless
otherwise negotiated

Retail terms of sale and
receivables are distributor
responsibility

Product Returns

Vendor responsible for
disposition of returns and
issuing credits

Distributor handles returns and
issues credit to store which are
deducted from vendor invoice

Inventory

Vendor carries all inventory

Distributor stocks inventory
on an as needed basis or set
week’s sales
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Retail Policies and Procedures
Policies and procedures will usually vary by
retailer with some large retailers having very
strict procedures on everything from on time
delivery, to barcodes on shipping cartons, to
the type of in-store product materials allowed.
Many smaller and independent retailers have
the ability to be more flexible in regards to
various policies. The following are examples
of some of the common policies that may be
encountered at different retailers:

for overshipping. Many independents
will keep the over shipped products but
refuse to pay for them.
4. Defective Products: Most companies
do not want defective or returned food
products returned to their facility or
warehouse. In most cases the retailer
will dispose of the product and request
a store credit. It is not unusual for up to
2% of shipments to be credited for split
cases, shop worn, or unmerchandisable
product.

1. Order Fill Rate: Major retailers demand
an average monthly order fill rate of 98%.
The vendor that doesn’t arrange to fill
orders at this rate is subject to fines or
delisting of the product. Independent
retailers may be somewhat more flexible
but will simply stop purchasing a product
that is not shipped on time and as
ordered.

5. Shortages: Shortages or “shorts” are the
bane of retailers and vendors. It is not
unusual to have up to 1% of shipments
for some stores being claimed as short.
A good Proof of Delivery document will
often correct this situation or enable
the vendor to get to the cause of the
problem. Shorts are almost always
subject to store credit and are very
difficult to prove wrong.
6. Shipment Size: Vendors and distributors
can incur significant costs by “breaking
cases” on products. Make sure that the
order quantity (cases/singles) is clearly
understood by the retailer. In many
instances an independent will request a
split case of product. As a rule of thumb
it costs $0.35 - $.50 per unit every time
a product is touched in a warehouse.
Profitability can be quickly eroded on
broken or split case shipments.

2. Substitutions: Retailers will often
demand credit, or will refuse delivery of
substituted products. Most distributors
will refuse delivery of substituted product.

7. Free on Board Point: Freight costs are
one of the most frequently disputed costs
in the food industry. It is wise to be very
clear on the FOB points on the order.

3. Overshipments: Major retailers and
distributors will refuse to pay for
overshipments and will fine the vendor
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9. Product Recalls: Retailers are under
increasing scrutiny by organizations
such as the CFIA to ensure that food
products on the shelf are both compliant
with the Food and Drug Act and safe for
consumer. Retailers have also responded
by becoming, in many cases, very
proactive with vendors to ensure that the
vendors have strict quality assurance (QA)
procedures and product recall procedures
and policies in place. It would be very wise,
on many levels, to ensure that QA and
recall policies and procedures are in place
and functioning.

If the product is FOB plant then the
distributor or retailer is responsible for
picking the product up at the plant. If the
FOB point is the retailers store then the
vendor must get the product to the store
at the vendors cost. Most distributors sell
to retailers at FOB store. Many vendors
sell to the retailer at FOB the distributors
warehouse. Freight is negotiable, to a
point.
8. In Store Materials: Check with the
store to determine the policy on signs,
banners, posters and product material.
Most major retailers are very strict on the
type and nature of materials allowed into
the store. Most independents are more
flexible but it is always a good rule to
check with the retailers before you have
materials produced for retail.

10. Terms of Sale: Cash flow is critical to
most vendors. It is prudent to ensure that
vendors understand the terms of sale on all
transactions. What is often believed to be
terms of Net 30 days can often turn into Net
90 days due to a clearer reading of the Term
Sheet. Most retailers will pay in 30 - 45 days
and most distributors will pay in 30 days.
As a rule, the clearer the documentation the
better the odds of getting paid on time.
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For additional information pertaining to the Grocery Retail Guide, please contact:
Bryan Kosteroski
Value Chain Specialist
Agriculture Council of Saskatchewan
104 - 411 Downey Road
Saskatoon Saskatchewan
Canada S7N 4L8
Office (306) 975-6851
Cellular (306) 229-8986
Email – kosteroskib@agcouncil.ca
Website – www.saskvaluechain.ca
The Agriculture Council of Saskatchewan (ACS) Inc. has developed this electronic guide for the Canadian
Grocery Retail Industry as part of its continuing efforts to support the agriculture and agri-food industry
and develop the capacity and tools for food growers and processors to enter the Canadian Grocery Retail
Industry.
The purpose of the guide is to provide food growers and processors with a better understanding of the
Grocery Retail Industry and how to tap into business opportunities within it. ACS has engaged Ackerman
& Associates, consultants to the Grocery Retail Industry, to help create this powerful reference tool.
Ackerman & Associates is an alliance of senior consultants focusing on business strategy support –
research, value chain design and implementation – for the Grocery Retail Industry.
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